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Abstract
With the help of pre-trained language models, the accuracy of the entity linking task has made

great strides in recent years. However, most models with excellent performance require fine-tuning on
a large amount of training data using large pre-trained language models, which is a hardware thresh-
old to accomplish this task. Some researchers have achieved competitive results with less training da-
ta through ingenious methods, such as utilizing information provided by the named entity recognition
model. This paper presents a novel semantic-enhancement-based entity linking approach, named se-
mantically enhanced hardware-friendly entity linking ( SHEL), which is designed to be hardware
friendly and efficient while maintaining good performance. Specifically, SHELs semantic enhance-
ment approach consists of three aspects: (1)semantic compression of entity descriptions using a text
summarization model; (2)maximizing the capture of mention contexts using asymmetric heuristics;
(3)calculating a fixed size mention representation through pooling operations. These series of seman-
tic enhancement methods effectively improve the models ability to capture semantic information
while taking into account the hardware constraints, and significantly improve the models conver-
gence speed by more than 50% compared with the strong baseline model proposed in this paper. In
terms of performance, SHEL is comparable to the previous method, with superior performance on six
well-established datasets, even though SHEL is trained using a smaller pre-trained language model
as the encoder.

Key words: entity linking (EL), pre-trained models, knowledge graph, text summarization,
semantic enhancement

0　 Introduction

Entity linking (EL) is the process of linking enti-
ty mentions in a text to their corresponding entities in a
knowledge base, such as Wikipedia or Freebase. This
process aims to resolve the ambiguity of entity men-
tions, which may refer to different entities in different
contexts. Entity linking related algorithms have devel-
oped rapidly in recent years and play an important role
in knowledge engineering and data mining, underlying
a variety of downstream applications such as knowledge
base population, content analysis, relation extraction,
and question answering[1] . In recent years, several
high-performance entity linking models have emerged,
mainly due to two reasons[2]: (1) encoding with pre-
trained language models enhances the semantic capture
of entity linking models; (2)training on larger amounts

of data improves the generalization ability of entity link-
ing models. Many entity linking approaches fine-tune
the model for better performance by using large scale
pre-trained models such as the bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers-large (BERT-large) [3]

as the text encoder. Even with the less computationally
intensive bi-encoder scheme, which separately encodes
mention contexts and the entity descriptions, these
methods often require more than 16 GB GPU memory
size, making them difficult to be trained on most con-
sumer graphics cards. In addition to using large pre-
trained models, some entity linking methods are trained
on large amounts of data to improve performance, such
as the generative entity retrieval (GENRE) [4] model.
This poses a challenge for researchers with limited
hardware resources, who have to resort to using smaller
pre-trained models and less data for entity linking, re-
sulting in a significant loss of performance. To address
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this problem, some researchers have proposed the
method of utilizing named entity recognition (NER)for
entity linking, which achieves competitive results with
less training data. In addition, it has been observed
that there is a limit to the length of the input sequence
when using pre-trained language models as encoders,
especially when encoding entity descriptions, some of
which can consist of thousands of tokens, far exceeding
the maximum input length of most pre-trained models,
and it is common to truncate these extra-long texts ac-
cording to a predetermined maximum sequence length.
To mitigate the semantic loss of truncated text, Mu-
VER[5], an entity linking model that models each sen-
tence individually, has been proposed to improve the
performance of the entity linking task in the zero-shot
scenario by modelling text at a smaller granularity.

Inspired by the above, semantically enhanced
hardware-friendly entity linking(SHEL)is presented, a
hardware-friendly and efficient entity linking method
that uses semantic enhancement. SHEL uses a text
summarization model for semantic compression of the
entity descriptions, employs asymmetric heuristics to
maximize the capture of mention contexts, and uses the
fixed size mention representation in combination to ex-
ploit as much semantic information as possible, with
the expectation that the model will capture useful se-
mantic features more easily. By using small scale pre-
trained models as encoders, experiments have shown
that SHEL can be efficiently trained on common hard-
ware. Furthermore, SHEL outperforms the correspond-
ing baseline model without semantic enhancement in
most cases, with a training speedup of more than
50% . Even when compared with entity linking methods
using larger pre-trained models as encoders, SHEL is
still competitive in terms of performance.

Above all, the main contributions are as follows.
( 1 ) A semantic-enhancement-based hardware-

friendly and efficient entity linking method, SHEL, is
proposed. This method mainly consists of three parts,
i. e. the semantic compression of entity descriptions,
the asymmetric heuristic to maximize the capture of
mention contexts, and the fixed size mention represen-
tation.

(2) The method can achieve entity linking per-
formance comparable to that based on larger scale pre-
trained language models as the encoder. At the same
time, the training speed can be doubled using this
method.

(3)A wider range of applications for text summa-
rization models is explored. In the era of data explo-
sion, text summarization models can not only help hu-
mans to extract important semantic information, but al-

so act as a text compression method to help models ex-
tract semantics and reduce hardware requirements.
With the emergence of large models, using the power-
ful semantic compression capability of these models to
help small models select training data is a good solution
to balance the computational deployment overhead and
model performance.

1　 Related work

1. 1　 Entity linking
In recent years, entity linking methods based on

pre-trained language models have gradually become
mainstream and have achieved state-of-the-art results
for this task, due to the powerful semantic extraction
and characterisation of text by pre-trained language
models. When using pre-trained models to encode text
data for the entity linking task, there are two types of
encoding methods: bi-encoder and cross-encoder. The
bi-encoder trains separate encoders for the mention
context and the entity description, while the cross-en-
coder combines related contexts of the mention and the
entity description into one whole for encoding. The
cross-encoder introduces many fine-grained interactions
between the mention contexts and the entity descrip-
tion, which is more accurate[6], while the bi-encoder
has the advantage of being faster and consuming less
hardware resources. Assuming that N mentions are
linked to a knowledge base containing M entities, the
encoding times required for the bi-encoder is N + M,
while the encoding times for the cross-encoder is N ×
M. Due to the large number of entities in the knowledge
base, the value of M can often reach 6 million, such as
Wikipedia, or even more, making the computational
overhead of encoding times unacceptable. Besides,
splicing mention contexts and entity descriptions results
in longer text to be encoded, and due to the input
length limit of the pre-trained language model, more
text content is truncated beyond this length limit com-
pared with the bi-encoder approach. To improve the
performance of entity linking models, researchers have
experimented with various pre-trained models such as
BERT[3], SpanBERT[7] and BioBERT[8] . Larger scale
language models based on more corpus training tend to
be more advantageous when applied to downstream
tasks, and the same is true for the entity linking task.
However, it is undeniable that as the number of param-
eters of the pre-trained model increases, so does the
hardware overhead for just fine-tuning the pre-trained
model, requiring even top-of-the-range consumer
graphics cards.

With the help of the powerful semantic representa-
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tion capabilities of pre-trained models, some research-
ers have proposed GENRE[4], a generative model
trained on the KILT[9] dataset with massive data, about
9 million training instances, to perform the entity link-
ing task, marking the emergence of generative entity
linking models. Unlike retrieval-based entity linking,
which selects the most likely entity from the knowledge
base as the correct one to link to, generative entity
linking restricts the generated content by generating a
unique name for the entity to be linked directly based
on the entities in the established knowledge base. Gen-
erative models tend to have better generalisation per-
formance while achieving high link accuracy, but they
also have an exponentially higher hardware overhead
compared with retrieval-based models, and larger mod-
els also result in longer training times.

In addition to the above two types of methods for
improving model performance, some researchers have
tried to improve the performance of entity linking in
other ingenious ways. One type of approach is to intro-
duce external knowledge sources, such as introducing
structural information from knowledge graphs[10] or in-
troducing an named entity recoanition (NER) model to
aid discrimination[1] . Another type of approach is to do
joint training of entity linking with other tasks, the
most common of which is the coreference resolu-
tion[11-12] . There is also a type of approach that attempts
to improve the linking capability by improving the way
the model encodes the data, such as MuVER, which
does not rely on text encoding for the entity descrip-
tions and employs a more fine-grained sentence enco-
ding. However, whether introducing external knowledge
sources, co-training with other tasks or encoding finer-
grained sentences, all these approaches are additive to
the training dataset, increasing the cost of training the
model. The approach proposed in this paper goes in the
opposite direction, exploring possible high performance
entity linking solutions without adding additional infor-
mation or even compressing the training data.

1. 2　 Text summarization
Text summarization is the process of using natural

language process ( NLP) techniques to transform an
original text document into a shorter piece of text that
highlights the most important information in the docu-
ment according to a given criterion[13], and has made
significant progress over the last decade. Text summari-
zation can be divided into two main approaches: ex-
tractive and abstractive. Extractive summarization se-
lects the most relevant sentences or phrases from the
original text and links them together to form a summa-
ry. This type of approach uses various techniques such

as graph-based algorithms, clustering and ranking algo-
rithms. Abstractive summarization generates summaries
by rephrasing and reorganizing the original text. This
type of approach requires a higher level of natural lan-
guage understanding and generation and is therefore
more difficult than extractive summarization. Some of
the important models in this category are transformer-
based models such as the bidirectional and auto-regres-
sive transformers (BART)[14], T5[15], and the generative
pre-trained transformer-family (GPT-family) models[16-18],
which have shown significant results.

Text summarization models have a wide range of
applications, such as news summarization, document
summarization, and search engine result summariza-
tion. By providing accurate and concise summaries of
large amounts of text in various domains, text summariza-
tion models can save labor time and increase efficiency.

In this paper, text summarization models can be
used not only to serve humans but also to serve ma-
chines better, i. e. using text summarization models to
compress text data and reduce model training time and
hardware overhead. In addition, for tasks with large
amounts of text data and relatively low information den-
sity, the use of text summarisation also serves to re-
move noise and stop words, which can further improve
the model performance.

2　 Method

2. 1　 Problem setup
Given a knowledge base (KB)containing a set of

entities with titles and descriptions, the goal of entity
linking is to identify multiple mentions within a given
document, which are typically marked in order, and
link them to their corresponding entities in the KB. This
is achieved through a function M:M→E, where M re-
presents mentions and E represents the set of entities.

2. 2　 Baseline system
A bi-encoder architecture is used, similar to the

work that uses NER for entity linking (NER4EL) [1],
but modified to switch the pre-trained model from
BERT-large to the hardware-friendly model BERT-
base. Mention contexts are represented as

[CLS]left contexts[E]mention[ / E]right
contexts[SEP] (1)

where the left contexts and right contexts represent the
left and right contexts of at most 64 tokens of the men-
tion. The representation of the mention is taken from the
embedding of the first token in the mention after enco-
ding, and the corresponding entity is represented as

ner_tag[NER_SEP]description (2)
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where description denotes the entity description, fol-
lowing NER4EL, and ner_tag denotes the NER category
corresponding to the entity. The representation of the en-
tity is taken from the embedding corresponding to the
first token of the encoded description. As in previous
work[19],each entity is modelled by taking the first 128
tokens of the corresponding Wikipedia article as input .

2. 3　 Semantic compression of entity descriptions
In the baseline system presented in subsection 2. 2,

the text truncation for the overly long entity descriptions
(the corresponding Wikipedia articles), which trun-
cates more than a third of the entity descriptive texts as
shown in Fig. 1, results in a loss of semantics in the
encoding of the entity.

Fig. 1　 Token length of entity descriptions related to the
AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL dataset

As described in subsection 2. 2, entity descrip-
tions with more than 128 tokens are truncated due to
the maximum encoding length limit. Therefore, the first
column in the diagram represents the full entity de-
scriptions that can be entered into the encoder, while
the second, third and fourth columns represent the
truncated entity descriptions . Over a third of the text is
truncated. Some researchers have noted the problem
that previous approaches are good at managing entities
with short descriptions[6], but retrieving entities with
long descriptions seems cumbersome because long de-
scriptions contain too much information to be encoded
into a single fixed-size vector. MuvER[5] has been pro-
posed to encode each sentence of an entity description
individually, significantly reducing the length of text to
be encoded. However, this makes the encoding times
grow exponentially, increasing the model complexity
and computational overhead, which goes against the
original intention of this paper. To this end, a text com-
pression method based on the text summarization model

is proposed to preserve as much semantic information
as possible for entity descriptions longer than the fixed
length. To achieve the semantic compression of the
text, the classic model BART-large-CNN[14] is chosen,
which compresses the long text of the entity descrip-
tions to approximately 128 tokens and then inputs them
into the BERT-base model for encoding. This not only
effectively controls the number of tokens to be encoded
in the model and ensures encoding efficiency, but also
requires very little truncation of the processed text, re-
ducing the semantic loss compared with truncating the
original text directly. For a total of 110 000 items of en-
tity descriptions related to the AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL
dataset to be compressed, the token length variation
statistics are shown in Table 1, where all data statistics
are for entity descriptions to be compressed with a fixed
length, not for all entity descriptions, with the entity
representation adjusted to
　 　 title [ TITLE _ SEP] ner _ tag [ NER _ SEP] com-

pressed_description (3)
where title refers to the unique name of the entity,
compressed_ description refers to the compressed de-
scription of the entity.

Table 1　 Token length statistics of entity descriptions related
to the AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL dataset

Exceeding
128

tokens

Minimum
token
length

Maximum
token
length

Average
token
length

Before
compression 111 053 129 6 432 267. 5

After
compression 18 843 79 164 123. 6

2. 4 　 Asymmetric heuristic maximizes capture of
mention contexts

　 　 In the baseline system presented in subsection 2. 2,
the mention is encoded with a symmetric length for the
left and right contexts around mentions. When there is
a large difference in the number of tokens in the left
and right contexts around mentions, a large amount of
padding is used to keep the number of input tokens
constant. Some researchers have noticed this and adopt-
ed a context asymmetric acquisition approach[5], where
the number of left and right contexts around mentions is
adjusted by rules to capture as much as possible within
a given number of tokens. However, this approach ig-
nores the common knowledge that the core idea of a
paragraph is often found in the first sentence. When the
mention is located later in the text of the paragraph,
using this method will result in insufficient capture of
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the overall semantics of the text. An improved method
is proposed, and the pseudocode for fetching mention
contexts is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 　 Asymmetric heuristic maximizes capture of
mention contexts

Input: Left contexts around the mention after being tokenized
named as left_conterts_tokenized,the mention after being to-
kenized named as mention _ tokenized, and right contexts
around the mention after being tokenized named as right_cont-
erts_tokenized, maximum input length for pre-trained models
named as sequence_max_length
1:left_quota← ( sequence_max_length - LEN(mention_token-

ized))∥2 - 1
2:right_quota←sequence_max_length - LEN(mention_token-

ized) - leftquota - 2
3:left_origin←LEN( left_conterts_tokenized)
4:right_origin←LEN( right_conterts_tokenized)
5: if left_origin < = left_quota then
6:　 if right_origin > right_quota then
7:　 　 right_quota←right_quota + left_quota - left_origin
8:　 end if
9:else
10:　 if right_origin < = right_quota then
11:　 　 lift_quota←left_quota + right_quota - right_origin
12:　 end if
13:end if
14:mention_tokenized_total←tokenized_left_context[:　 left_

quota] + mention _ tokenized + tokenized _ right _ context
[ right_quota]

Output: Truncated mention contexts after being tokenized
named as mention_tokenized_total

2. 5　 Fixed size mention representation
A detailed discussion of mention representation

has been given in Ref. [20]. In the baseline system
presented in subsection 2. 2, the embedding corre-
sponding to the first token of the mention is used as the
mention representation, which is also known as the
‘ head embedding ’. The end-to-end entity linking
(EL) model[20] incorporated the embeddings of the
first, last and the ‘soft head’ words of the mention to
form a more complex representation of the mention
based on an attention mechanism. Since a mention usu-
ally consists of two tokens, the performance gain of the
‘soft head’ is very limited. In order to balance the
model performance and the computational overhead, a
compromise scheme is proposed by pooling the ‘ head
embedding’ and the ‘end special token embedding’,
as shown in Fig. 2. The ‘ head embedding’ contains
the most important semantic information of the men-
tion, while the ‘end special token embedding’, which
is located after the entire mention, contains the most
complete semantic information. Experimental results
demonstrate that using a combination of the two can
lead to model performance gains.

2. 6 　 Combinations of semantically enhanced con-
tributions

　 　 All contributions can be combined to achieve fur-
ther improvements. Of course, you can choose any two
of them to improve the performance of the model as
needed, and they do not conflict with each other. The
model after introducing all the contributions on top of
the baseline is called SHEL ( semantically enhanced
hardware-friendly entity linking). As shown in Fig. 3,
the execution process of SHEL is as follows.

Fig. 2　 Fixed size mention representation

　 　 (1)Preprocessing of candidate entity descriptions
in KB, i. e. for entity descriptions with more than 128 to-
kens, semantic compression is performed to make them as

much as possible within the range of 128 tokens.
(2)The left and right contexts around mentions in

the document are pre-processed, and as much context
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information as possible is obtained for a given token
length by asymmetric heuristic.

(3) The results of the above two pre-processing
steps are encoded using the BERT-based encoder, ex-
cept that the entity description encoding is combined
with the NER-related information, and the mention

context encoding is pooled to obtain a fixed-size men-
tion representation.

(4) For the encoding results of the two encoders
in Step (3), the cosine similarity is calculated and the
final entity linking results are obtained by combining
the constraints due to the NER information.

Fig. 3　 SHEL model architecture

3　 Experimentation and analysis

3. 1　 Datasets
The evaluation of the entity linking task is per-

formed on the proposed models, following the experi-

mental settings of previous work[4,21-22] . The proposed
models were trained only on the AIDA-YAGO-CoN-
LL[23] training split, which contains 18 000 labelled
instances. The proposed models are validated and tested
on the corresponding parts of the datasets. For out-of-
domain performance, the proposed model is measured
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on other datasets including MSNBC[24], AQUAINT[25],
ACE2004[26], WNED-CWEB[27], and WNED-WIKI[28] .
Detailed statistical information on these datasets can be
found in Table 2. For the AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL dataset,
the statistics are divided into three parts: train, valid

and test. All other datasets are used as test datasets on-
ly. Linkable mentions means that candidate entities of
the mention can be found in the KB according to the
alias table.

Table 2　 Statistical data for six well-established datasets
Datasets Documents Mentions Linkable mentions
AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL_train 946 18 395 17 821
AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL_valid 216 4 784 4 676
AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL_test 231 4 464 4 425
MSNBC 20 656 651
AQUAINT 50 743 720
ACE2004 57 259 256
WNED-WIKI 320 6 821 6 768
WNED-CWEB 320 11 154 11 077

3. 2　 Experimental setup
The mentions where no candidate entities could be

found in the knowledge base are skipped directly. As
shown in Table 2, in terms of the number of mentions
and the number of linkable mentions, the skipped
mentions represent a very small fraction of the whole
dataset and do not have a significant impact on the fi-
nal experimental results.

When using the text summarisation model to com-
press entity descriptions, as the maximum encoding
length of the pre-trained model is set to 128, the out-
put of the text summarisation model is controlled by
setting parameters to stay within this range as much as
possible, specifically the maximum output length is set
to 130, the minimum output length is set to 120, and
the penalty factor is set to 2.

The baseline of EL model and SHEL model and
their variants are implemented in PyTorch, using the
Transformation library[29] to load and fine-tune the
BERT-base as the encoder. The proposed model is
trained on configurations using Adam[30] with a learn-
ing rate of 10 - 4 and a weight decay of the same value
of 10 - 4 for 100 epochs, implementing an early stopping
strategy. The results of the best model checkpoints are
reported, based on their F1 score obtained from the
validation split of the AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL dataset. In
terms of hardware, all models using BERT-base as the
encoder were trained on the NVIDIA Titan Xp. The
NER4EL model using BERT-large as the encoder re-
quired more GPU memory, so training was performed on
the NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090. In fact, the proposed
models use no more than 8 GB GPU memory size and
can be trained on a very basic deep learning platform.

3. 3　 Experimental results
The InKB micro-F1 score[31] used to evaluate the

performance of the proposed model is reported. As
shown in Table 3, the EL Baseline is the baseline sys-
tem proposed in subsection 2. 2. The Semantic Com-
pression is the introduction of semantic compression of
entity descriptions into the baseline system, as de-
scribed in subsection 2. 3. The Asymmetric Mention
Contexts Extraction is the introduction of the asymmet-
ric heuristic that maximises the capture of mention con-
texts into the baseline system as described in subsec-
tion 2. 4. The Fixed Size Mention Representation is the
introduction of the fixed size mention representation
method into the baseline system as described in subsec-
tion 2. 5. The SHEL model is the final model that in-
corporates all the contributions. In addition to this, the
final results are tested and reported based on the open
source code of NER4EL using default parameters to
make a comparison with the model proposed in this pa-
per and several variants, in particular, NER4EL uses
BERT-large as the encoder, while the model proposed
in this paper and all variants use the smaller pre-
trained model BERT-base.

Experimental results are shown in Table 3. The
results focus on models that use BERT-base as the en-
coder, with the best value in bold and the second best
underlined. It can be seen that the three semantic en-
hancement methods proposed in this paper can improve
model performance on both in-domain and out-of-do-
main datasets, and their performance improvements
have different emphases. The model variants Semantic
Compression, Asymmetric Mention Contexts Extraction
and Fixed Size Mention Representation all outperform
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the EL baseline, which is a very strong baseline for
performance. When using BERT-base as an encoder,
the Semantic Compression model tested on the
ACE2004 dataset achieved the best results, the Asym-
metric Mention Contexts Extraction model achieved the
best results on the WNED-WIKI dataset, and the Fixed
Size Mention Representation model achieved the best
results on the MSNBC dataset. Interestingly, the final
model SHEL, which combines all three semantic en-

hancement methods, achieved the best results of all
models using BERT-base as the encoder on the other
three datasets AIDA-YAGO-CoNLL, AQUAINT,
WNED-CWEB, and a very competitive performance on
the datasets ACE2004, WNED-WIKI, and degraded
only on the dataset MSNBC. Even when compared with
the model using BERT-large as the encoder, the per-
formance of the SHEL model is competitive.

Table 3　 InKB micro F1 scores on in-domain and out-of-domain test datasets
Encoder Model AIDA MSNBC AQUAINT ACE2004 WNED-CWEB WNED-WIKI
BERT-large NER4EL 0. 921 0. 876 0. 690 0. 898 0. 660 0. 620

BERT-base

EL Baseline 0. 895 0. 848 0. 656 0. 848 0. 636 0. 592
Semantic Compression 0. 907 0. 853 0. 672 0. 891 0. 645 0. 600
Asymmetric Mention
Contexts Extraction 0. 908 0. 857 0. 672 0. 871 0. 655 0. 618

Fixed Size Mention
Representation 0. 902 0. 869 0. 661 0. 879 0. 647 0. 604

SHEL 0. 913 0. 839 0. 672 0. 875 0. 658 0. 617

　 　 As shown in Table 4, the results focus on models
that use BERT-base as the encoder, with the best val-
ue in bold and the second best underlined, all pro-
posed models and their variants have only a third of the
number of training parameters of models using BERT-
large as the encoder. With the same training data, all
proposed models and their variants converge faster,
with the model using BERT-large as the encoder requi-
ring almost nine training epochs, while the proposed
SHEL model converges in only three epochs. Due to the
different hardware deployed for model training, the
training time for the NER4EL model cannot be fairly
compared to the model using BERT-base as the en-
coder. However, the EL Baseline differs from the
NER4EL only in the encoder, so the training efficiency
of the NER4EL model can be roughly estimated from
the training time of the baseline. When making a com-
parison only within models that use BERT-base as the

encoder, it can be seen that the three semantic en-
hancement methods ( Semantic Compression, Asym-
metric Mention Contexts Extraction and Fixed Size
Mention Representation) and the final model SHEL
converge faster than the EL Baseline. In particular, the
Semantic Compression variant and the SHEL model
converge in about half the training time and epochs of
the baseline model. This is due to the high quality com-
pression of the training data by the text summarization
model, which improves the effective use of the data by
the entity linking model. It is encouraging to note that
the final model SHEL achieves very similar perform-
ance to the model NER4EL using BERT-large as the
encoder for about 1 / 3 of the training data size and 1 / 3
of the training epochs. These experimental results pro-
vide ample evidence that the proposed model is both
hardware-friendly and efficient while maintaining excel-
lent performance.

Table 4　 Statistics on the ease of hardware deployment and training efficiency of different models

Encoder Model Parameters / 106 Training
instances / 103

AIDA
accuracy

Training
time / h

Number
of epochs

GENRE 406 9 000 0. 933
BERT-large NER4EL 335 18 0. 921 8. 95

BERT-base

EL Baseline 109 18 0. 895 20. 87 6. 76
Semantic Compression 109 18 0. 907 11. 49 3. 45
Asymmetric Mention Contexts Extraction 109 18 0. 908 15. 36 5. 00
Fixed Size Mention Representation 109 18 0. 902 14. 57 4. 76
SHEL 109 18 0. 913 9. 97 3. 00
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4　 Conclusions

This paper proposes an efficient and hardware-
friendly entity linking method based on semantic en-
hancement, called SHEL, which consists of three com-
ponents: (1) semantic compression of entity descrip-
tions; (2)asymmetric heuristic to maximize capture of
mention contexts; (3) fixed size mention representa-
tion. The SHEL method exploits semantic information to
improve the accuracy of entity linking while minimising
the computational requirements. Experimental results
show that the proposed method offers superior perform-
ance and outstanding advantages in terms of hardware
friendliness and efficiency compared to the strong base-
line model.

With the development of text generation tech-
niques, the use of a stronger text summarization model
instead of the classical model ( BART-large-CNN) in
this paper should yield better results. In the meantime,
it is worth exploring how to effectively compress the
mention contexts, in addition to compressing the entity
descriptions. Further, it is also worth exploring how
text summarization models can be used to support other
natural language processing related tasks with large
amounts of text data.
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